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Springer-Verlag 1928.
4) Eq. (13) is adapted to the denotions of this
country. For <T^ -0£/ck Eq. (13) furnishes
that angleo^, which gives the greatest in
clination between the normal lines of the
section area and the resulting stress See,
for instance, F. Wittenbauer; Aufgaben aus
der technischen Mechanik; vol. II, Festig
keitslehre; problem Nr. 12, edition 3, Sprin
ger-Verlag 1918.See also H. Krey Erddruck, Erdwiderstand und
Tragfähigkeit des Baugrundes. Edition 5; com
pleted by J. Ehrenberg: Eq. (14), (15) p.32,
33. E m s t und Öohn 1936.

5) F. TÖlke, Praktische Funktionslehre, p. 1 2 %
Eq. (229). Springer-Verslag 1943.
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1. ASSUMPTIONS OF THE CLASSICAL EARTH PRESSURE
THEORY.
According to Classical Earth Pressure
Theory active earth pressure E acting on the
back of the retaining wall is a component of
the weight (G) of the wedge sliding along plane
AC (Fig. 1).
Coulomb assumed a plane sliding surface
starting from lower corner (A) of the retain
ing wall and inclined at angle to the horizont
al. With varying
the earth pressure passes
through a maximum decisive for proportioning
the wall, tforce £ acting on the sliding plane
consumes at instant of sliding the entire in
ternal friction, therefore it includes angle
cp with the normal line, the other reaction E
includes unknown angle 6 with the normal to the
wall, and\f with the vertical, respectively.
Therefore, the earth pressure is essentially
a function of two variables E»f(<x,y) particul
arly
E -C fr)

FIG. 1

sin(o<-(p+\$

The classical earth pressure theory as
sumes after Coulomb the angle
as a constant
that is as known and determines the value of
«where
dg
----- K 0
i.e.
dG

sin(x-(p)

Since ^ a s*n(of~‘P+ ’*')

11106 G sin ly
Q
sitt(oc-<p+ tf)
“ d

sin

(2)

siTi*(«-<p+y)

dG h‘r
dw“ 2

introducing these values into Eq. (2)
h*r
Q-— *in(ot-v)

(3)

Rebhann’s wellknown theorem is obtained
from which the different theorems of the clas
sical theory originate (equality of areas, Poncelet's graphical solution). These determine

the maximum value of earth pressure correspond
ing to a given wall friction angle. Since angle
may be chosen between 6«0-<p the value ofJS
remains indefinite as long as < 6 is not influ
enced by any given relationship.
Another shortcoming of the classical earth
pressure theory is that the points of attack
are unknowns, the theory does not give the
points of attack either of E of of Q, and will
not know instead of forces.—
2. NEW THEOREMS OF THE CLASSICAL THEORY.
Plotting values of active earth pressure
corresponding to various values of « and & in
a spacial system of coordinates, the saddle
shaped surface on Fig. 2. is obtained. Saddle
point P gives the absolute minimum of earth
pressure.
It is probable and it may be proved theo
retically as well as experimentally that this
is the decisive earth pressure for calculating
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is, this theorem follows from the correct in
terpretation of sliding surface and angle of
internal friction, independently of Coulomb's
principle of maximum pressure.
Developing Eq. (6) we get

Q cos(cx-cp) +—— sin («-tp)*0

doc

(7 )

The horizontal component of earth pressure:
E„* Q 3in(«-<p)
differentiating with respect to -4°*
sin(«-<p) +Qcos(«-cp)
do d «
Comparing Eq. (7) and (8)
1 ^ 0
and substituting Ev^
—dE cos i|<“0
dot

E cos

that is

(8)

d <x
we obtain:

¿>E
---«0

(9)

i)o<

FIG. 4
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is equal to zero. Coulomb's assumption has ceased to be an assumption, it has been proved on
basis of force Q acting on the sliding surface.
the dimensions of the wall.
If the above statement holds good, the
function of two variables under (1) has limit
value if
dE „
<)E
— >0
and — =0
, .
d«.
dy
(4;
The first condition will be proved by way
of Mechanics, the second is justified by ex
periments l).

b. Experimental proof on Minimum of Earth Pres
sure.

The validity of the second partial dif
ferential equation under (4) has been proved by
Prof. Terzaghi's experiments on the M.I.T.
1).
If the wall yields by tilting about its lower
edge and is displaced with distance a s , with
increasing a s earth pressure decreases and at
0 C ' = A s passes through a minimum (Pig. 5)*

a. Equilibrium of Elementary Prism.(fig.
If force Q acting on the sliding surface
AC includes the maximum angle of friction with
tEe normal to the sliding plane, force (Q + dQ)
acting on plane AC' turned with angle doc is in
clined to the normal to AC’at angle as well,
because-3max = Cf)
Since the polygon of forces has to be closed we
may write:
dG
sind«
Q
Q+dQ

Q

sirijcx+dot-<f)

(5)

sitifc-cp)

sin (« + d«-<p)

(6)

respectively.
f,a*
Substituting into J£q.(5)dG--- doc we ob
tain:
,
2

Q=— -sln(cx-<p)
2

This is fleohann's above deduced theorem, that

FIG. 5
The displacement A.s is very small - a thou
sandth or less of the height of the wall - thus
this is always the case in reality because foun
dations settle unequally. Thus, the minimum
value of earth pressure is decisive for calcul
ating the dimensions of the wall, a motionless
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wall being impossible.
At the same time, with decreasing eerth
pressure the angle of wall friction ( <S ) in
creases, therefore, the following mathematical
relationships may be appointed:
E-f(As)

B

A s - g (6)

;

Eliminating (a s )we have
E*F(<i)
E-G(ip)

or substituting ¿=(90°-

(10)

That is, we obtain the limit value (minim
um) of earth pressure where
dE

77°

(11)

The total differential quotient of function E
of two variables; d £ .
d a + ^ £ dlJ)
dot
0\V
0E „
d E 0E „
Considering Eq. (9) --- = 0 we have — »— — -0
d <*.
di|» dij)
(12)
That is, it has been proved, that at the
point of standard earth pressure
<)E
dE
— =0 ;—
»0

doc

FIG. 6

dip

Thus, the earth pressure at this place has ab
solute limit and that is mininram value. This
new theorem of classical earth pressure con
verts pressure having infinitely numerous val
ues to a function having a determined and uniaue solution, because it also defines univocally angle of direction ■>!< of same.
c. Ar»p|ift nf direction and value of minimum
earth pressure.
<E
Calculating differentialquotient —
from Eq. (1) ¿)E G sin(oc-<p) cos(oc-cp + T)>)
=0
Ot|i
sin*(« -tp + Tf)
which holds if cos(oc-cp + y)=0 that is
oc - (p

+ hj «

FIG. 7
(13)

90*

that is, forces Q and E are perpendicular to
each other, the vector triangle becomes right
angled. (Fig. 1).
The mathematical conditions of absolute
minimum have been interpreted geometrically in
a simple way, namely
1. condition
0 has led to Rebhann's theorem,
0«
that of equality of areas,
2. condition
0 demands the vector triangle
to be right angled. Satisfying these two
conditions simultaneously we have to solve an
algebraic equation of third degree, which can
not be constructed directly.
If the surface of backfill is horizontal
and the back of the wall vertical (Fig.6)
Rebhann's theorem requires that
area ABC

a

.

area ABC a

and according to the theorem of minimum of
earth pressure:
-*ACD - 90°
Both conditions are satisfied if
h*
h1
— sinoc c o s « = — tg(cx-cp)
2
2
tg1« -2 tg*« tgcp-tg <p =0

whence angle « may be computed

Instead of the cumbersome analytical so
lution a graphical solution of general validity
is presented, which gives a very simple con
struction of earth pressure and of its direc
tion by trial and error (Fig. 7).
We tentatively
60°) assume sliding sur
face AC and lay off distance m* from point C,
thus point D ’ - satisfying to Rebhann's theorem
- would have to be located on the natural slcpe
of angle
find.» at the same time, condition
A CD’ = 90 would be satisfied. If point D ’
is located above the natural slope, another
A C ’’ sliding plane of leas slope *is experiment
ed with. We obtain point D * ’ located now un
der the natural slope by laying off distance
m ' * from C ” . If points D* and D" are close
enough to each other, the locus of points I)
may be considered as a straight line giving
point D. Thus, the semicircle drawn over dia
meter AD intersects the ground level at point
C and the triangle ACD obtained satisfies Reb
hann's theorem and has a right angle at C,thus
the distance CD represents the value of minim
um earth pressure.
The numerical value is obtained from equation:
c
p q ,

2

that is
(14)

(15)

The angle between earth pressure and the
vertical line:
^ m4XDa
(16)
may be measured directly off.
The described construction is still sim
pler than Poncelet's procedure and furnishes

6»
directly the angle of wall friction.
For those familiar with Poncelet's con
struction or preferring analytical solutions
the author has worked out another way of sol
ution. From the relationships, that the tri
angle of forces is rightangled and Bebhann1s
theorem is satisfied, the following exact re
lationship may he deduced:
cos ((3 + 6)
i f s in ( cp -s)~> cos(cp + d) _ n q 7)
\ls In (¡3 + 6) ' V sin (|3-e) l/sin (cp+dj
wherein < 6 » angle of wall friction ,e andp
the angles between the surface of backfill or
between the back of the wall and the horizont
al 2).
Simplified formula giving directly wall
friction angle with a good approximation is
obtained as follows:
. . . .

WA

C1 8 J

«herein

t.\

For instance:

p = 90°, e = 0, A = Vsin<p

V sin ( p -e )
d- on*

_____

? ° '+
y
1 + f c in cp'

If cp » 30°, the angle of wall friction is <J =

25° in complete accordance with the experiments
3).

Using
6 obtained from Eq. (18) Poncelets
construction for the determination of earth
pressure can be carried out already.
The accuracy of the wall friction angle
of minimum earth pressure is proved convincing
ly by the following special case.
Muller-Breslau has experimented with a
vertical wall having a backfill sloping e = -cp
. According to Bankine's theory, the earth
pressure ought to have been parallel to the
surface, notwithstanding, the experiment gave
<Js + <p (Fig. 8. )

d. Range of occurrence of min. earth pressure.
Minimum earth pressure can be acting be
tween certain limits ( P* and P»
) only. The
steepest sliding surface is given by Bankine Coulomb's theapy: °<i- 4-5° + <P/2
(20)
the surface is horizontal,
- 0); on the other
hand, the angle of wall friction may not sur
pass the angle of internal friction:
¿max“ *
(21)
These conditions determine the limits of slope
of the wall (-4 P ) and of the sliding surface
(<«) Substituting into Eq. (17) °<i = 45° +<P/2,
it follows, that this slope occurs only, if
cot p, = -tan3(4 5*- cp/2)
(22)
thus the angle of wall friction:
¿>t- 13 5 ’ - — -p.
(22a)
On the other hand, withfcdecreasing -4P ,<« de
creases a n d < A increases up to i
= q> .
Using Eq,(17) again:

sin
a
i li 42c
u/p
I1 I 1
, *sin1
* ..
—
2 T(p
n
'
ta n ex, =--------- - + \ --------- — + cos 2 <p
and

^
^
P,= 9 0° + cx, - 2 cp

Values of limit angles computed from for
mulae deduced above are plotted against <fon
Fig. 9. It may be seen, that the minimum value
can occur in the case of
= 30° between lim
its Pi * 109° and fc« 82°. Then, the slope of

B

FIG. 8
Seeking the angle of wall friction cor
responding to minimum earth pressure, it may
be stated, from the test result as well, Eg.
(17) is satisfied only of d = + <p « 30°.(p =
90° and e =-<p ).
Negativ values are impossible. rtebhann's theo
rem is satisfied in thin case, because BC = CD.
and also the condition of minimum earth pres
sure, baeause < A C D = 90°.

Limiting angles of minimum value of earth
pressure.

FIG. 9
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sliding surfaces varies between«,» 450+ ^ 2 »
60° and
52° and the corresponding angles
of direction of earth pressure also vary be
tween narrow limits such as: \ - 19 ° and
»
J0°. The assumption for <<Jin the case of vert
ical wall: 6 -1/3 <f- 2/S <p suggested by Prof.
Moller is far from being correct, rather
¿-(2/J-))<pmay be suggested.
Im most practical cases, when (1 - 90°,
minimum earth pressure is present.
If the slope of the back of the wall a)
and b )(}<(!, no minimum earth pressure is
acting; in ca6e a) the earth pressure has to
be computed from Rankine's theory taking <x 45° +<p/2= const ; in case b) it has to be de
termined with Rebhann - Poncelet's construction
using
- constant.
3. POINT Of ATTACK Of EARTH PRESSURE.
This problem can be solved with theoretic
al correctness by making a new assumption on
ly. (See another paper of the author 4). It
is certain, however, that the point of attack
is not far from the bottom 1/3 rd distanced!*
- 90°).
It was proved above, that Rankine's slid
ing surfaces inclined at
. 450 -t-tp/2.may
reach to back surface AB of limit slope fJt(Fig.
10). Then, the stress distribution in linear
on the back of the wall AB*, according to Ran
kine's theorem, that is, it attacks the wall
at 1/3 rd distance taken from below (D’).
The resultant weight G' of prism A B B a acts in
the same point, thus, on baais of vectorial re
solution, earth pressure
inclined at 1)
also passes through point D*.
n
Cosidering Fig. 9., if cp « 30 ,fl - 100
and & =. 25°, thus
._ A B
sin 7 5*
A D ------------------- - “ 0,3 6 H
3
3in 6 5 " cos 10
corresponds well to Muller-Breslau's test re
sults.
Acknowledgement is made to Assist. Z. Hamory
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FIG. 10
K6zdi, instructor, for the arrangement of the
manuscript.
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NOVEL THEORY OF EARTH PRESSURE
Prof. Dr. JÖZSEF JAKY

The two branches of Classical Earth Press
ure Theory are based upon essentially differ
ent assumptions. The single sliding surface in
Coulomb's theory goes through the lower corner
or the retaining wall, its direction is deter
mined by the maximum value of earth pressure.
Rankine assumes an infinite number of parallel
sliding surfaces the slope of which is deter
mined by the slope of the surface.
While the first leaves the question of
point of attack open, the second on the basis
of the stress diagram, deduces the hydrostatic
distribution of earth pressure, so it is act
ing at a point at one third distance from be
low ( H/3 ).

Several attempts have been made in the
last decade to generalize Coulomb's earth press
ure theory (Terzaghi 1), Hertwig 2), Jfiky
3) ) in order to prove theoretically the fact,
that earth pressure works higher than H/3 from
below. The present paper also intends to es
tablish a theory correct from point of view of
equilibrium and furnishes an optional point
of attack.
The theory is based on the following as
sumptions:
1) There is only one surface of sliding
and this is a plane.
2) For the sake of simplicity cohesionless
soil is dealt with - that is on the sliding

